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Editorial
Another typically impressive and varied range of news and articles
can be found in your monthly Stragmag, from the excellent
performances in cross-country action to a news item on success for
our StraggTri ladies.
We reflect the Straggler tourist with an article on the La Santa
Triathlon, plus an A-to-Z of half marathons taking in locations
across Europe.
Do also take a look for details on the traditional pub crawl which
Nick Brown has once again put together a schedule for, plus we
encourage all of you to be in Surbiton on December 3rd for the mob
match with 26.2 – altogether now, hurray!
There will be a December issue but as yet the deadline is undecided,
what with that Christmas thing coming up.
Thanks for all your contributions this month and to Dave Griffiths
for making it look nice.
Simon Webb
Stragmag@stragglers.org

Simon Webb
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Stragglers News
We need as many of you as possible to turn up at our annual
December competition versus our local rival 26.2 Running Club.
Last year they out-numbered us on home soil, and our aim is to
avoid the humiliation this year! If we can beat Ranelagh, which we
did convincingly in June, we can beat 26.2 next week!
It’s Sunday 3rd December. Run starts at 11am, Registration is from
10am onwards. It’s free to run (or walk). Distance is approx. 4
miles.
Registration is at Surbiton British Legion, Hollyfield Road, Surbiton,
KT5 9AL. https://goo.gl/maps/frWYZErzSSP2.
(Have they tried to put us off the scent by moving the venue from its
traditional home?)
We can leave bags at the British Legion, and afterwards there will
be some light refreshments courtesy of 26.2 and the presentations
(there will be lots of prizes).
Thursday 7th December sees the start of a new quarterly 5k
handicap series and, following a successful trial in August, we’re
continuing with the automated registration process.
To run, submit your parkrun barcode number and a recent parkrun
time via the link on the Stragglers home page. Find full instructions
here.
News from StraggTri where the ladies have been doing particularly
well this year with participants Julie Howarth, Jacky Balfour, Jan
Franks, Chrissie Glew and Helene Hill all having qualified to
participate in the European triathlon championships 2018 for GB
and wear GB colours. Helene has also qualified for duathlon. Julie,
Jacky and Chrissie will be at Estonia in July and Helene and Jan
will be at Glasgow in August. Helene will also be at Ibiza in October.
Well done ladies!
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Dates and Events
Those who have been in the club for a while will see that we’re
creatures of habit, but why change a winning social schedule?
Therefore, we present your handy guide to socialising with your
fellow Stragglers between now and early January.
December 3rd – Annual mob match against 26.2, 4-mile race
starting at 11am from The Royal British Legion, Hollyfield Road,
Surbiton, KT5 9AL. [See details above]
December 7th - New members’ evening. Joined recently and
interested in finding out more about the club? Wondering what relay
race you can take part in? Keen to give cross country a try? Thinking
about getting into triathlon? Come along to the Hawker Centre and
find out about these and any other questions you may have.
It’s also the first of four 3-monthly 5k Handicaps taking place
throughout the 2017/18 season. Registration from 7pm. As well as
prizes for the first over the line and fastest men and women, there
will be some prizes exclusively for new members. To be eligible for a
prize, you need to be in the Hawker Centre bar for the presentations
at around 9.30pm. Register beforehand at Stragglers.org and bring
your parkrun barcode.
December 8th – Our annual pub crawl this year takes us to
Richmond, starting at 7pm at The Victoria Inn, 78 Hill Rise, TW10
6UB and finishing at The White Cross, Riverside (off Water Lane)
TW9 1TH. See separate article below for more details.
December 25th – Bushy parkrun at 9am. Last year, 100 Stragglers
ran on Christmas Day and quite a few stayed afterwards to have
refreshments. Bring a bottle/snacks!
December 26th – Boxing Day 4 mile run from the Cabbage Patch
pub in Twickenham (start 11am). Entry fee: a wrapped present (and
take a present out afterwards).
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January 1st – New Year’s Day run from Kingston Gate of Richmond
Park at 12pm, followed by drinks at the Park Tavern, New Road
KT2 6AP from 1pm onwards.
January 5th – Stragglers annual party at Hampton Hill Cricket
Club, 7pm until midnight. The cost is just £15 per person and
includes: M&S buffet food, a free prize draw and music provided by
Peter Kennedy.
There will be a bar providing reasonably priced drinks. Theme: TBC.
To book contact Roy Reeder (royreeder@hotmail.com ). Places must
be booked by Thursday 28th December.

Stragglers Battle Brian for the
Medals
Storm Brian wasn’t enough to put off 28 Surrey eligible Straggler
veterans from venturing into Richmond Park in the hunt for more
county glory on Saturday 21 October 2017.
First up were the ladies with F35 and F45 teams competing over the
3.8 mile two lap course from Pembroke Lodge down to Pen Ponds
and back. The F35 team were soon into their stride despite the
rather breezy conditions and the first three over the line were
Juliana Greenwood in 28:43, Georgina Martin in 28:50 and Nicole
Hambling in 30:41 to make up the scoring three with Sabine Duffy
and Stephanie Atkinson making up the F35 team. The combined
places of the first three runners was enough to earn the team a
Surrey bronze medal a very pleasing result for those involved.
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The F45s, it’s fair to say, were facing
even stiffer competition with a
veritable ‘Who’s Who’ of Surrey
athletics but once again the Straggler
ladies more than rose to the occasion.
Juliet Cleghorn in 26:29, Dee Smale in
27:27 and Karen Levene in 27:40 made
up the scoring three with a combined
result that was good enough to win
Surrey silver. Honourable mention must be made to Ladies captain
Helen Davies, finishing five seconds behind Karen, a finish which
pushed Thames Hare and Hounds down to third place and provided
a platform for the top three to finish as runners up. However,
behind those four, there was plenty going on with, Ramona Thevenet
running 29:24 and Niamh Finlay, Helene Hill, Fran Thomas and
Chrissie Glew making up the F45 team. In particular Ramona’s run
was good enough to earn herself an individual W55 bronze medal
but, on this occasion, top billing was reserved for Dee Smale, who
grabbed the individual W55 gold medal.
Running in the same race were the
M60s. David Brewin in 27:31, Phil
Davies 28:26 and Michael Trott 29:20
were the first three scorers with Peter
Wedderburn and Martin Powell
making up the M60 representatives.
This result last year would have been
enough to earn a medal but it was their
misfortune to encounter even stronger
teams in the form of Ranelagh, South London Harriers and Hercules
Wimbledon, so ended up finishing fourth ahead of Thames Hare &
Hounds, Dulwich Runners and Herne Hill Harriers, so still a
creditable result.
It was then down to the M40s and M50s to run the longer 10k route,
two laps from Pembroke Lodge circling behind the Ballet school and
running down past Pen Ponds on a quite challenging course. The
M40s were led home by Gareth Pritchard in 42:26, Dan Greenslade
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42:52 and Robert Greenwood 45:27 making up the scoring three with
Joby Thomas completing that team.
Last, but not least, were the M50s. The first three scorers Roy
Reeder in 38:48, Dean Morley 39:49 and Malcolm Davies 39:51.
Mark Pattinson and Richard Gray made up the M50 team. The
result was good enough to match the best ladies could do and to grab
the team a Surrey silver medal ahead of South London Harriers who
were pushed down to 3rd place by virtue of Dean and Malcolm
finishing ahead of their third placed runner. It was a very pleasing
end to the afternoon, not least of which was that some members of
the team were able to go down to Ranelagh HQ to pick up their
medals and celebrate accordingly!

Malcolm Davies

Stragglers Surrey League Stampede
Saturday, 11 November 2017 had what was surely a record Surrey
League turnout by Stragglers in recent years, with 70 senior
members massing on the start line over the course of the day. First
up were the ladies at Nonsuch Park, with 28 Straggler ladies
representing the club in the Division one race. A normally benign
6km course in the park had been reduced to a quagmire with heavy
rain overnight and during the race. With division one and two
competing together there was a real battle in the field of 540
runners but the Straggler ladies didn’t disappoint.
The A team were led home by Sophie Biggs, with Sarah Winter,
Juliet Cleghorn, Pam Whitter and Sonia Bandeira making up the
top five. The B team competition was equally fierce with Dee Smale
leading that charge closely pursued by Karen Levene, Liz Killip,
Julia Snaith and Helen Davies making up the top 10 scorers. The
combined team performance was enough to move the Stragglers
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Ladies A team off the bottom of the table above both Woking A and
Dulwich A and in hot pursuit of the Fulham RC A team. With three
clubs to go down the second half of the season looks to be entering an
exciting phase.

Meanwhile the B team more than held its own against other tough
opposition. The most gratifying part of the day though was the
camaraderie of the team further enjoyed in the Nonsuch Park coffee
shop before and after the event, which is now becoming a Stragglers
haunt. It was wonderful to have a number of Stragglers new to
cross-country taking part, so special mention goes to Jade Parker,
Alex Cianciara and Shirley Buckley, who have all promised they will
be back for more! There were a number of new running spikes
seeing mud for the first time!
It was then the turn of the men up the road at Epsom Downs.
Another modern-day record turnout in the Surrey league with 42
Straggler men showing up at the racecourse for a fast canter around
the 5-mile, two-lap course over the rolling Epsom Downs.
Already it had become apparent that the Division III promotion
push was turning into a three-horse race and so it turned out in
practice. Walton on Thames RC further extended their lead at the
top of the table. The Stragglers were looking to consolidate their
second-place in the table but were put under significant pressure by
Woking AC (who came second on the day) but the Stragglers just
about hung on to their second-place position with half the season
gone. The ladies’ competition resumes in January.
With Simon Ford missing for this second fixture, it was left to Jim
Lurkins to lead the team home with Rob Wilcox, Paul Bowden, Roy
Reeder, Ollie Garner, Matt Coakes, Jonathon Ormerod, Crispin
Allen, Richard Carter and Malcolm Davies making up the scoring A
team. What was particularly gratifying about this result was that
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there were a number of different scorers compared to the first fixture
and in particular special mention must be made to Matt Coakes and
Jonathon Ormerod, who were making their first appearances at
cross-country since their school days! Also, a special thank you goes
to Rob Wilcox who managed to shake off an injury to put on a heroic
performance for the A team.
The strength in depth of the squad was further illustrated by the B
team competition with Chris Walmsley first over the line closely
pursued by Ben Osborn, with that scoring team made up of Andy
Wren, Dean Morley, Chris Coates, Oliver Bowers, Thomas Ziegel,
Richard Baggott, Donovan Duffy and Trevor Ford, quite a team! In
consequence there was a pretty strong C and D team effort as well
on a very satisfying day for the club. Special mention to both
Thomas Ziegel and Gerhard Nel, who were making their debuts for
the club.
With the excitement of the race over a number of team members
decided to repair to the local hostelry for post-race analysis and
discussions about photo finishes and runners and riders for the next
fixture on Saturday December 2nd.

Malcolm Davies
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Junior XC Round-up
It was split location for the boys and girls Surrey League races this
month – with the girls at Nonsuch Park with the senior ladies, and
the boys at Mitcham Common.
Our girls have great strength-in-depth this season as shown by both
the U13's & U15's teams recording excellent 6th place finishes. The
junior cross-country scene is in a very healthy state currently with
approximately 20 clubs competing, and so it represents considerable
progress over recent years for Stragglers to be in among the clubs
with much more established squads.
All the girls & boys had eventful races in the drizzle making slippery
ground even more difficult, with it being particularly challenging for
the girls who were running in Nonsuch Park following the Div 1
Ladies race which churned up the wet ground. The best tale I heard
was of Poppy taking a fall into the mud in the U15's race, but she
raced on undeterred finishing with a smile and managing to find
only positives from the experience - see her below behind some of the
U13's.
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Also, well done to Caitlin who was
making her debut and running a great
race as a U11 in amongst mostly Year7
& Year8 girls, and to Sophie leading
home the Straggler girls for the first
time.
Next Surrey League is on Sat 13th
January with girls at Wimbledon
Common & boys at Coulsdon.
See links to Straggler results and full
results below.

• Girls – Nonsuch Park – (U13 3k / U15 4.5k) – full results
HERE.
• Boys – Mitcham Common (4k) – full results HERE.
The previous weekend it was unseasonably warm up on Epsom at
the start of November, which made for some super racing in the 1st
Downs League fixture of the season. There were more participants
(over 200) and the general standard was higher than I recall for any
previous event, and so well done to the 10 juniors who raced so well.
The image below is of the very keenly contested start to the U13
race.

This is a notoriously challenging place to race when making first
appearance as so difficult to judge the effort on the long hill, and so
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the good runs by debutants Darcey, Poppy and George are even
better when considered in this regard. Also noteworthy are the
excellent results by Gabby, Lucy and Spencer who all seem be on top
form at the moment.
The only team performance we recorded
was U13 girls who finished a very
creditable 4th place in a competitive
field.
Note that the distances are approximate
and so not accurate enough to do
calculations of pace of run.
.

Position
U11 Girls (3k)
27th
U13 Girls
(3.5k)
13th
17th
23rd

Name
37 Finishers
Darcey-Rose Mitchell

Time
14:20

43 Finishers
Gabriella Ceccherini
Poppy Mitchell

13:35
14:22

Jim Desmond
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Stragglers Pub Crawl 2017:Richmond
Friday December 8th is the return of the much-loved Straggler
tradition of the pre-Christmas pub crawl. Returning to Richmond
this year, Nick Brown has planned a route taking us to a number of
‘off the beaten track’ locations, finishing on the riverside at the
White Heart.
Meet at 7pm at the Victoria, with around 30 to 40 minutes in each.
Below are a few facts to encourage you out.
The Victoria Inn, 78 Hill Rise, TW10 6UB
Founded 1850
Well known for being the ‘smallest and friendliest’ pub in the town,
it lies at the foot of Richmond Hill, and even boasts a hidden garden.
A Blackboard inside invites drinkers to nominate future guest beers.
Duke Head Inn, 42 The Vineyard, TW10 6AN
100-year-old building, run by Pat and Mairead Dalton for the last 26
years. Parts of the building date back to Victorian times. It is a
traditional English Inn with a special Irish flavour.
Red Cow, 59 Sheen Road, TW9 1YJ
Dates back at least 200 years, the Victorian glass panels are still
visible behind the bar. The Pub is situated between two converging
roads, and offers regular live music.
The Anchor & Crown, Church Court, TW9 1JL
Built 1547
A Fullers pub since 1876, it is found on Church Court and even
boasts outdoor seating, although that is stretching it a bit!
Said to be haunted by William Glover, who died here in the 1920’s
The Britannia, 5 Brewers Lane, TW9 1HH
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Grade II listed building, built in the 18th Century. It is tucked
down a side street, off the Green. A function room upstairs has
access to a roof top garden patio. Oysters served are sourced from
Pyefleet Creek, care of Colchester Oysters.
White Swan,26 Old Palace Lane, TW9 1PG
Built 1777
Just off the Green and going down to the river, the White Swan is
located in the most historic part of Richmond. It has a ‘traditional
country pub style’, with a beamed ceiling.
The pub lies in one of the oldest roads in Richmond. It was
originally a route from the river to the nearby Richmond Palace,
built by Henry VII between 1499 &1501. It was so named after his
ancestral home at Richmond Castle in Yorkshire. As a point of
interest, the town in Surrey as it developed, took the same name as
the palace.
The White Cross, Riverside (off Water Lane) TW9 1TH
Grade II listed public house
Classic riverside Victorian boozer, that has witnessed many car
sinkings on a high tide. The Original pub dates back to 1780, and
was once called the Waterman’s Arms. Rebuilt in 1838, it was
renamed the White Cross in 1840. An interesting fact is that it was
built on the site of the observant Franciscan Friary, which was
dissolved by Henry VIII in 1534. There is possibly some evidence of
the old Friary in the cellars.
A stained-glass panel which commemorates the site of the observant
friars, whose insignia was the white cross. The working fireplace
beneath a window is one of the few remaining examples.

Nick Brown
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Stragglers at Gosport Half Marathon
Many years ago – I’m thinking the early 90s - when there were fewer
races and travelling was necessary to seek out the competitive
courses, the Stragglers took a coach down to the South Coast for
Gosport Half. Phil Davies recently told me a story of one trip down
in a coach with broken heating, and had to break into the post-race
brandy en route!
Organised by Gosport Roadrunners, the race is part of a Hampshire
League, with the field heavily dominated by Hampshire and Isle of
Wight-based runners. A 10 am start makes a drive down from
Kingston practical, if early for a Sunday morning.
The race features an out and back mile to begin and conclude, with a
two-lap loop taking in sections of the sea front and even a short
stretch on a shingle beach. Those who make the trip find a course
which is potentially fast; however, even more so than many other
events, given the seaside location, weather can be the make or break
of your race. In 2016 Storm Desmond hit, in 2017 there was hardly a
breath of wind to speak of. So, with conditions ideal, how did the
Stragglers get on?
Star performer was without doubt
ladies captain Helen Davies,
running a quite brilliant 7-minute
personal best to record a time of
1:36:18. This needs the context of a
heavy cold for the previous couple
of days, how much faster could she
have run if 100%?
Matt Coakes’ time of 1:18:05 was
around a minute away from his personal best, a run which he felt
sets him up very well for the training into next year’s London
Marathon.
I (with Malcolm Davies as guide) was on the PB-trail too. Finding
ourselves behind Helen after the first mile, motivated by the chase
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we got into a rhythm and tempo that saw my target of breaking
1:32:50 very much on at half way. At 10 miles I was close to my
fastest 10 miles in any race. However already at this point I was
around 40 seconds off the pace and was unable to make the time up
in the final 3 miles. With less than 200 metres to go we realised the
personal best would have to wait for another day and at this point
cramp set in and I was unable to run hard through the line – hence
why Malcolm as guide is recorded as having a time 1 second quicker
than me – 1:33:24 and 1:33:25.
Surprisingly we saw few club vests from outside the local area. One
from Belgrade and another from the good folk of Surbiton 26.2 – and
a familiar face from the Kingston parkrun organisers supporting
from the side of the road. Malcolm enjoyed passing the Runymede
Runner who had beaten him at the previous week’s Epsom crosscountry, and overtaking people with Victory AC vests on is also very
satisfying.
The compact course makes it great for spectating and the race has
excellent support throughout, including the samba band who surely
must have been as knackered as the runners by the end of the
morning. Gosport is well-worth the trip, especially if you get lucky
with the beautiful racing conditions we found. With the sun still
shining into the afternoon, Malcolm took us for what can best be
described as a march along the beach as an alleged “warm down”
walk. Writing this after the South of the Thames 5 miles, it seems
Helen felt the benefit of this, whereas I was just knackered.

Simon Webb
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I Will Race You the Alphabet:
Running the A to Z of half
marathons
Like all great ideas it was conceived in a pub. While imbibing a
range of Dutch beers after completing the Amsterdam half marathon
in 2010, one of our group suggested that the next race should start
with B –‘and let’s see how far we can get through the alphabet’. I
didn’t say anything at the time, but the idea seemed crazy and
unachievable. As I write, we only have one event to run – Zagreb and the alphabet of half marathons will be complete.
We are a group of Stragglers (myself, Patrick Hall and Miller
Hannah) plus two non-Stragglers (Mike Honan and Julian Jones)
who got to know each other while watching our kids run around the
junior handicap course at the Hawker Centre. Since then we’ve
followed the alphabet to: Amsterdam, Brighton, Cologne, Deal,
Eastbourne, Fareham, Graz (Austria), Hastings, Ironbridge, Jersey,
Kent Coastal, Lubeck (Germany), Milton Keynes, New Forest, Old
Deer Park, Pisa, Queribus (France), Reigate, Silverstone, Tunbridge
Wells, Uttoxeter, Verona, Windsor, Xativa (Spain), Yeovil and (soon)
Zagreb. We started out running two half marathons a year, but soon
realised that we might not make it to the end before our knees gave
way. We therefore upped the pace to six races per year and in 2014
managed to run four halfs in 6 weeks. I felt a bit tired and there
were times when it felt like I was seeing more of my fellow runners
than of my wife and children.
It has taken seven years and a small fortune in physio bills. We
travelled to eight countries and accumulated a heap of race tops. The
five of us as a group have raced a total of 1,500 miles, which is the
equivalent of running from London to Warsaw. We’ve spent many
hours training, especially in the early days, and experienced some
real highs and lows in terms of injuries and form, but it’s been an
amazing experience. Here are a few memories which will give you a
flavour of it all.
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Most disorganised – the New Forest Festival of Running: I looked at
my Garmin. It told me that I’d just completed a half marathon. I
stopped. I gazed around and found myself alone in a wood. In the
distance I could see the figure of someone wearing a high visibility
jacket. I ran on. ‘Where’s the finish?’ The marshal casually pointed
to his left to more woodland. I ran on. Earlier in the day we’d arrived
for the race at a rather rustic campsite near Linwood and picked up
rumours of problems with the marathon the day before. The start of
our race had been delayed and the organisers were a bit hazy about
exactly where the start was going to be. We eventually set off on a
piece of open land outside the camp site with no recognisable start
line. Meanwhile back in the woods, I ran on and eventually found
the finish line having run well over the required distance. But what
times had we got, given the extra mileage? Julian gave his race
number to the man in the van responsible for timing the event only
to be told that it had been allocated to a runner called Tracy. We
drove home in confusion…
Strangest race medal – Hastings Half
Marathon: the only thing worse than
starting a half marathon in minus 3
Celsius is chilling off in the same
temperature 13.1 miles later on. Not to
worry, the good people of Hastings got
out on the streets to give us jelly babies
and I managed not to be over-taken by
the man running in a very realistic
rhino outfit. Unfortunately, the
encouraging shouts of the locals that
‘don’t worry this is the last hill!’ were
all lies. However, the race organisers
had a present for us at the finish. Not your average race medal instead a lump of metal with no ribbon. Was it a horse brass? We
weren’t sure. Who was the figure on the medal? Possibly a native
American. What was the connection with Hastings? It wasn’t clear.
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Most boring – Silverstone Half
Marathon: thousands of people running
past empty stands and pit lanes. Long,
straight roads, devoid of any
interesting features. Yes, the general
view of my fellow runners was that this
was a pretty soulless experience.
Boring, boring, boring. However, I got
my PB here and so remember it with warm fuzzy feelings. Oh, and a
lovely road surface for running.
Most brutal – Trail du Queribus: possibly the toughest half
marathon in Europe - definitely the only one that starts with the
letter Q. You’ll need a medical certificate from your GP to get in.
One lap round a pretty French village in the foothills of the Pyrenees
and then straight into 1,000 metres of climbing. Having run up to a
ruined Cathar castle and enjoyed the spectacular views, you spend
the rest of the day running /climbing up, down and along various
limestone mountains. Lots of loose rocks. Lots of treacherous
descents. One A to Zer got lost. Another finished with gashes to his
arms and legs due to falls. The race winner completed the course in
two hours four minutes. We finished in around four hours. If you’re
interested in doing this, I’m very happy to provide advice. Also have
a look at the You Tube footage. We did this in 2016 and the search
parties are still out there.
Biggest School Boy Error – Pisa Half Marathon: Everything had
gone so well. We’d arrived in town in good time to have our photos
taken in front of the leaning tower, pick up our race numbers and
see the rest of the city. We’d even found a lovely restaurant on a
quiet back street to load up on some carbs. Following our threecourse meal plus (admittedly) some alcohol, we retired for an early
night. All was fine the next day and after a light breakfast we
headed to the Pisa race course for the start. Things started to go
wrong for me soon after the race began. Despite it being October and
what appeared to be great autumnal racing weather, as soon as I
started to run it felt very hot and humid. Or was that just me?
Everyone else seemed to disappear off into the distance - I was
breathing heavily and had to slow down. It was at about this point
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that the stomach cramps began. I thought back to that heavy meal
from the previous evening and quite how many Italian dairy-based
products I’d consumed. I ran, jogged and walked for the rest of the
race while thinking about all the training I’d done which had been
wasted by not being sensible the night before.
Most generous goody bag – Xativa Half Marathon: the A to Z of half
marathons forces you to places one would normally never go to. I
would never have gone to Ironbridge, Uttoxeter or Yeovil if it hadn’t
been for the races – and having been there, I’m in no rush to
return... Anyway, the lack of any other Xs meant that in early May
2017 we found ourselves running two laps round an obscure hillside
town about 50 minutes south of Valencia. The event was well run
and attracted many local Spanish running clubs, so the standards
were high and everyone had finished within two hours. Having gone
off too fast, had a bad dip in the middle of the race and then
recovered towards the end, I crossed
the line feeling pretty knackered. In a
state of exhaustion, I found a very
large heavy-duty shopping bag being
thrust into my hand and myself being
directed into a series of nearby stalls
where I and other runners were loaded
up with local produce. Wine, olive oil,
artisan soup, spring onions, pots of
coriander… We thanked the good
people of Xativa for their generosity
and staggered back to our hire car
wondering how we were going to get
our booty back to Blighty in our hand
luggage via EasyJet.
And finally, most recommended – Verona: An unexpectedly large
event in a lovely city. We started by the Roman amphitheatre on a
nice flat course which took us out of town, through pleasant
Autumnal countryside, along the Adige river and back again. I ran
round with Miller and we both kept each other company and kept
each other going. Personally, my most enjoyable run. So, if you are
ever going to run a half marathon abroad I recommend this one.
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Now we are near the end I’m regularly asked: ‘So, what are you
going to do next?’ The mid-life crisis continues and suggestions from
fellow runners have included buying Harley Davidson motorbikes,
marrying pole dancers and running the all EU countries in half
marathons before Brexit. If you’ve suggestions please let us know!

Tom Bucke

La Santa Triathlon
A sizeable contingent of Stragglers gathered on their annual
pilgrimage to Club La Santa. The usual frenzy of activities followed
with the brave few entering both the Aquathlon and Duathlon on
Tuesday prior to the big Wednesday
Sprint Triathlon. The main debate
about the virtues of doing two training
events the day before the big one
centred round how you say aquathlon.
You say Aqua-thlon, I say a-quAthlon,
Aqua-thlon, a-quAthlon - let's call the
whole thing off!
It might have been wise advice as we
all lay in bed on Tuesday night
listening to the wind howling through
the palm trees and thinking about the long, exposed descent from
Tinajo on the bike leg which at the best of times is challenging.
Forget about cycling uphill, try Tinajo to La Santa on a windy day
and you will know what we mean. The only hill you have to pedal
hard to get down.
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Lanzarote is always breezy but this week the winds saved
themselves and a gusty blast met us as we tried to open the door of
our apartment in the half light of the morning. Thankfully as we
gathered for the briefing the word went round - the organisers had
decided wisely to change the bike course to 4 circuits of the Club La
Santa centre instead of the single loop to Tinajo – not necessarily an
easy option as anyone who has done the social runs round the lagoon
in the wind will attest to.
Stragglers easily had the biggest
number of participants in the
event and as each Straggler was
called to collect their timing chip
bracelet a huge cheer went up.
I’m telling you, we put the heebyjeebies up the opposition before
we had started. There were 5
Straggler teams and 5 individual
entries out of around 50 starters,
so we had a great representation
in the event.
As usual the start was ragged with half the field not appearing to
hear the word ‘GO’, others got improbably fast starts – but it’s all
good fun and after a couple of lengths the 6 -7 people per lane
stretched out to give some clear water. Some of us less able
swimmers lost a huge amount of ground before the bike leg and in
my case random people were getting in the pool for a swim not
realising I was still completing my competitive swim! Oh well – it’s
the taking part which counts.
The bike leg was brutal for everybody. A short hill from the pool area
to the lagoon was taken at exceptionally high speeds with the
following gale. But as you turned onto the exposed causeway, a
frightening side wind hit, with cyclists weaving along the road as
they moved in and out of the shadow of other riders. The wind was
so strong that at times it felt as though the bike would be swept
from under you. Even worse was to come. There is something very
solid and immovable about a Lanzarotean wind and turning into
wind on the promontory the full force met you head on and all
cyclists ground to a snail like crawl which at times felt like you
might have to get off to make any progress. I can’t say I didn’t see
quite a few illegal drafting manoeuvres (may they rot in hell).
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The run was not much better, although fortunately the first leg was
downwind. However, coming back into wind, it was further
purgatory and it is my guess that most runners sneakily walked
whenever they felt no one was looking - although to call the rest
running was a bit of a misnomer.
But we all finished without
exception, a tired and happy band
of Stragglers. We retired to the El
Lago restaurant for a Full English
which in the Lanzarotean style
was pretty much stone cold. (The
real reason may have been that
they were a little surprised to get
20 unannounced customers all at
once asking for a cooked
breakfast).
A great day was had by all and I am sure most of us will be back
next year to battle it out anew. By then my swimming will be much
improved thanks to the Straggtri Wednesday swim sessions and the
wonderful coaches, Barbara Crow, Mike Lapworth and Dave Olsen
(plug plug!)
DW
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Future Races
We’re halfway through the Surrey League campaign and almost at
the midway point of the Stragglers cross-country league. See below
for remaining XC fixtures.

December
• Sat 2: Surrey XC League (men only - Roundshaw, Wallington)
• Sun 3: Mob Match v 26.2 - Surbiton
• Thu 7: Stragglers Quarterly Handicap – 7:30pm Hawker
Centre (race 1 in 2017/2018 series)
• Sat 8: Southern Masters XC – Oxford (not part of the
Stragglers XC league)
• Sat 16: South of the Thames Cross-Country Championships venue tbd.
• Tue 26: Cabbage Patch 4 – Twickenham

January
• Sat 6: Middlesex County Championships – Perivale, Greenford
(not part of club XC league)
• Sun 7: Surrey County Championships – Denbies (not part of
club XC league)
• Sat 13: Surrey League Fixture 3 (ladies only) - Wimbledon

February
• Sat 10: Surrey League Fixture 4 – Ladies Richmond Park,
Men Lloyd Park
• Sat 24: National XC Championships – Parliament Hill
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